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Comment: "For Case No. IPC-E-23-14. 
 
A�er atending a workshop, and reviewing the documents for IPC-E-23-11, it appears that this Case can 
affect, and/or be effected by, Case No. IPC-E-23-14. I believe it would be in the best interest of all par�es 
(customers, the Idaho Public U�li�es Commission, and Idaho Power) to have a workshop that describes 
how the combined outcomes of IPC-E-23-11 and IPC-E-23-14 will affect Schedule 6 customers and Idaho 
Power.  
 
Such workshop would address: (1) What would be the combined effect if both Applica�ons were 
approved; and compare it to (2) What would be the effect if only IPC-E-23-11 were approved; and (3) 
What would be the effect if only IPC-E-23-14 were approved. 
 
Synthesizing this informa�on into a coherent forum would beter help all par�es see the big picture, and 
understand the implica�ons of approving or denying these applica�ons as they relate to one another. 
Looking at each individually, and not as a whole, does not allow us to see the true impact of either Case.  
 
Also, prior to hos�ng such workshop, I believe it would be in the best interest of all par�es for Idaho 
Power to send each Schedule 6 customer a pamphlet explaining the three outcomes listed above, so that 
the workshop could be more efficient with its �me and resources.  
 
In the event it is not possible to host a workshop that addresses two Cases at once and shows how each 
affects the other; I would request that the Commission s�ll require Idaho Power to send Schedule 6 
customers a pamphlet describing the ways each Applica�on, and their combined or singular outcomes, 
affect Schedule 6 customers. Such pamphlets should be sent out with enough �me for customers to 
research the issues and have reasonable �me for comments." 
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